Why AerData Leasing & CMS?
Lease and Asset Management Software

Profit from the growing Network
- 60+ Lessors
- 5+ Airlines
- 1,000+ Engines
- 6,000+ Aircraft
- $130 Billion + CMV

Tailored
- Adjust workflows
- Build your own reports
- System admin controls
- Import and export data

24/7 Support
from our first line team

Data Analytics
Utilize your data for reporting and forecasting using our reports, APIs and other AerData products

Proven Industry Standard
- Short implementation
- Fast user training
- Intuitive system

Your Fleet Managed
by Industry Experts

Single Reliable Data Source
Efficient entry and management of data
- High performance
- Time saving
- Consolidation of all asset information

Reliable & Secure in the Cloud
99% Uptime Guaranteed

ISAE 3402
Quality Assurance Standards
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